People who come to Broome who love it come here for the lifestyle. Its is unique, it is not a mining based profile of itinerants - its a holiday visitors who love it a come back.

FIFO will brisk about loss of community.

1. Broome is an Australian iconic destination along with the wilderness of the Kimberley.

A Holiday Broome's demographic has been constituted floral shirts not flouro's. Things, not steel caps.

Other towns facing FIFO associated effects are not tourism based.

FIFO industry does not support community. Families consisting of mothers, children and fathers do not get involved in community here in Broome. The money spent and the people that consolidate a community aren't here and neither is their money to support business or community. An example of another community Pt Hedland had just started building its 3rd Rec/Sports centre. They are unvisited mostly as FIFO are provided with these services at no cost at their camps. Along with not going to restaurants, buying clothes, paying rates etc.

How far does the FIFO arm reach. Are the people distinctly (residents Aust) or also international workers. If so they are not even community building in Aust. The money is leaving the council.
How far does FIFO reach - are the people even distinctly Aust or will they be international?

2-3 Sporting Rec facilities needed at Hedland being built unnecessarily as Aquatic centres.

The workforce of mining companies are supplied food, clothes, accommodation, gyms, etc.

The Demographic of the town - Flower shirts, not Flowered shirts.

Holiday destination - Flower, keeping cars.

Families - Community - No money into local footy.

FIFO for essential services is exactly that essential.

FIFO for oil & gas is not essential as an already buoyant gas industry in the Pilbara exists & sustains a worldwide demand to generate.

- Suggest as a solution to FIFO associated problems - Do not pay travel allowance & make them pay for accommodation & build local community.

I am not an environmentalist. I wish to protect my children & their future.

Any changes a price increase, which will benefit enormously. The cost of living is already high, having spent 4 years not able to obtain housing, having spent 4 years not able to have children.

FIFO - This is already existing problematic issues. That future is guaranteed because.

Mines in Australia become bigger, larger, longer.

Business is now more likely than ever before.

Future mine life. Mine life can be extended by having more local content. This means more jobs, more mining, more money, more community engagement, more social benefit.